FACULTY

Adkins, Tracy, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Agee, Joan, DNP, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Allison, Kerensa L, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Anderson, Jennifer S, MFA, Humanities Division, Assistant Professor
Arogundade, Ayodeji, PhD, Business Division, Professor/Division Chair
Arogundade, Bukola, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Barnes, Ralph, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Bell, Charles, Technical & Industrial Division, Instructor
Bezzerides, Alex L, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Bezzerides, Julie, MA, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Bjork, Johanna, MLS, Library Division, Director
Blamires, Casey L., BAS, Business Division, Associate Professor
Booth, Brent, PhD, Business Division
Bradshaw, Seth C., PhD, Humanities Division, Assistant Professor
Brady, Matthew J, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Brando-Subis, Christina, M.Ed, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Britzman, Kylee, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Candler, Joelle, AAS
Canfield, Amy E, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Carmack, Teresa, PhD, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Carstens Namie, Emily, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Chambers, Jenna, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Claussen, Brady, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Connelly, Lauren, PhD, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Coulter, Samantha, Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
Cromer, Jennifer J, MLIS, Library Division, Librarian
Cronin, Chelsea, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Crook, Harold, PhD, Humanities Division, Professor
Cruthirds, Douglas, MPA
D’Arcy-Evans, Michele, PhD, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Professor
Daly-Galeano, Marlowe, PhD, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Davenport, William R., MBA, Business Division, Assistant Professor
Davis, Christa, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Deal, Christine, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Faculty

Diemert, Kacey, PhD, Teacher Education Division, Associate Professor
Earles, Laura, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Edgehouse, Michael J, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Ellis, Celeste, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Engledow, Nicole, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Instructor
Eriksen, Randel W, JD, Business Division, Professor
Eslami, Tirazheh, MFA, Humanities Division, Instructor
Eylar, Jeannie
Farrington, Rodney D., AAS, Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
Fay, Erin, DNP, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Fehr, Collin, EdD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Assistant Professor
Ferguson, Kyle, MA
FitzSimmons, Kelly, LMSW, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Flynn, Tracy, PhD
Frei, William J, AAS, Technical & Industrial Division, Professor
Gardner, Jennifer, EdD, Teacher Education Division, Assistant Professor
Gehring, Lonny, BS, Technical & Industrial Division, Associate Professor
Genthos, Rachelle, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Goforth, Magen, Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
Gonder, Kristy K, MS, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Graham, Sarah, DMA, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Greene, Heidi, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Hain, Alan P, MAT, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Halpin, Marcy L, MA, Humanities Division, Assistant Professor
Hankins, Jennifer, MLIS, Library Division, Librarian
Harman, William, EdD, Teacher Education Division, Associate Professor
Harris, Renee, PhD, Humanities Division, Assistant Professor
Harwick, Krista L, DNP, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Professor/Division Chair
Hasbrouck, N. Sue, PhD
Haynal, Mark, EdD, Teacher Education Division, Professor/Division Chair
Hiebert, Sterling, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Hill, Thomas, Teacher Education Division
Hoffmann, Leif S, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Holman, Natalie H., BAS, Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
Hornby, Jacob M, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Hughes, Lorinda L, M.Ed., Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Professor
Hutchinson, Burma, MS, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Irish, David, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
James, Jennifer, Business Technology & Service Division, Instructor
Jameton, Rachel A, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Johnston, Matthew A, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Johnston, Nancy, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Kaitz, Rachel E, DBA, Business Division, Associate Professor
Kammers, Bryce, MA, Humanities Division, Instructor
Keatts, Ella-Mae, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Kimble, Jay E, Technical & Industrial Division, Professor
Kincaid, Darcy A., MA, Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
Kloepfer, Beverly A, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Knutson, Polly J., MS, Business Division, Assistant Professor
Koch, Tracey, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Kok, John, MS, Technical & Industrial Division, Professor
Kolstad, Brian, BAS, Business Technology & Service Division, Professor
Kuther, Andrew, AAS, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Kuther, Andrew, AAS, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Langston, Angela, BS, Business Technology & Service Division, Associate Professor
Latta, Leigh, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Lemon, Debbie L, MN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Lemus, Billy, MA, Business Division, Assistant Professor
Light, Jenni, PhD, Technical & Industrial Division, Professor
Long, Seth, PhD, Business Division, Associate Professor
Louchard, Justin, Technical & Industrial Division, Instructor
Loudenback, Luella, Ed.D, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Love, Michael, MS, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Maddy, Luther, PhD
Martin, Elizabeth, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Martin, Eric L, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Mata, Peggy, DNR Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Mataka, Lloyd, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Assistant Professor
McDonald, Robert G, BS, Technical & Industrial Division, Professor
McMillin, Heidee E, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Miller, Ed, PhD, Teacher Education Division, Professor
Minervini, Amy, MA, Humanities Division, Instructor
Moore, Julee, AAS, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Morgan, Trent, MSNA, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Morgan, Trent, MSNA, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Morrison, John, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Morton, Benjamin, PhD, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Nash, Teresa M, Masters, Technical & Industrial Division, Professor
Nichols, Lauren, MSW, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Niemela, April, Teacher Education Division
Owen, Mike, MA, Business Technology & Service Division, Professor
Parker, Leanne, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Payton, Spencer, PhD, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Pearson-Smith, Michelle D, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Petersen, Jef, MFA
Peterson, Nina M, PhD, Business Division, Professor
Ramos, Brooke, BSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Instructor
Rauch, Deena, DNP, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Reed, Gary E, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Reese, Marti L., MSW, LCSW, Social Sciences Division, Instructor
Remien, Peter, PhD, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Renner, Tiffany A, MSW, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Riendeau, Marc, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Riggs, Christopher K, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor/Division Chair
Roberts, Katie, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Robertson, Alicia L., MA, Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
Robinson, Clay, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Robinson, Mary Lou, PhD, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Emeritus Professor
Rogers, Joshua, BS, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Rose, Bowie, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Rosenbaum, LaChelle, EdD, Social Sciences Division, Associate Professor
Rossiter, Jill, MA, Humanities Division, Instructor
Rousseau, Suzanne, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Royce, Ramon B. , LMSW, Social Sciences Division, Instructor
Rudolph, Daniel, MS, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division
Rust, Teri, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Savage, Jessica, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Instructor
Schlee, Jessica, BS
Schmidt, Keegan L, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Scott, Jenny, MA, Business Division, Associate Professor
Shuttleworth, Wendy A, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Snider, Rebecca A., MAT, Business Technology & Service Division, Associate Professor
Snyder, Jesse A., Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
Soloniuk , Elaine, BSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Instructor
Steele, Susan, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Assistant Professor/Division Chair
Stinson, Lori, PhD, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Professor
Stoffregen, Eric, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Story, Traci A, PhD, Humanities Division, Instructor
Straughan, Gene, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
Sylvester, Louis N, PhD, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Thomas, Luke, AAS, Technical & Industrial Division, Assistant Professor
Thorson-Mador, Janet, MSN, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Tippets, Ian, PhD, Humanities Division, Associate Professor
Tompkins, Melinda K, PhD, Teacher Education Division, Instructor
Toy, Royal, EdD, Teacher Education Division, Associate Professor
Tuschhoff, Andrew, BAS, Business Technology & Service Division, Assistant Professor
VanLanen, Amanda, PhD, Social Sciences Division, Professor
VanMullem, Heather, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
VanMullem, Pete, PhD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Professor
Vandermeer, Nikki, MS, Business Division, Assistant Professor
Wareham, Kenneth L, PhD, Teacher Education Division, Professor
Wartel, Angela R, MPA, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Weeks, Jennifer, M Ed, Technical & Industrial Division, Professor/Interim Division Chair
White, Marte, MSW, Social Sciences Division, Assistant Professor
Wiggin, LeeAnn, EdD, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division, Associate Professor
Wimer, Scott A, MS, Nursing and Health Sciences Division, Professor
Zarra, Ernest, PhD